RFC3530bis Update

Thomas Haynes
Task List

- 42 items
  - 12 items finished
  - 3 are big ticket items
- Sorted by priority
- All 3530 errata taken care of
  - Just one :->
- New issues still arriving
  - avg of 1 per month
- 7.9's definition of a struct fs_location4, the server<> field's type was changed from utf8str_cis to utf8val_must
- Violates mandate about bis’ness
- "Nobody can follow the protocol as stated in 3530."
  – Trond Myklebust
Schedule

- Last Call
  - IETF 80 - February 2011
    - Pros
    - Cons
      - Large effort on part of editors
      - Large effort on part of reviewers
  - IETF 81 - July 2011
    - Pros
      - Spread the load out
    - Cons
      - New stuff arriving